physiological research will be requisite, and should be here employed in the selection of the organs from which, by their comparative immutability and relative importance in various tribes of plants, the characters of classes, orders, types, genera, and species, can most satisfactorily be drawn, and on which the distinctions of these several groups can be most securely founded.
The association of varieties, the determination of species, and the demarcation of genera, which should be neither too loosely comprehensive nor too fastidiously confined, will likewise demand no less acuteness to discover their true extent, and ability to define them, than energy to resist all useless subdivisions and puerile innovations; for excessive analysis should be as sedulously shunned as excessive synthesis: both are inimical to the progress of philosophy. Furthermore, the imposition of new names, the retention or rejection of old ones, which have often been carelessly and most waywardly imposed, as well as the collation of synonymes, (a most useful but very thankless task,) will require much unobtrusive botanical and historical research. But of this enough: whatever further observations there may be to offer on the formation and revision of genera and species, on generic and specific names, their construction and correction, the study of synonymes, and so forth, I shall reserve for a future lecture.
One hundred thousand may be esteemed a very moderate computation of the existing number of vegetable species: were registered varieties and fossil plants to be enumerated, the amount would probably be much more than doubled. Now that branch of our science which teaches to distinguish with facility all these multitudinous particulars, which, without being reduced to lucid order, would seem almost infinite, and gives to its possessor the privilege of calling them each by their names, can require little to be said in commendation of its utility, or to recommend it to the favor of the natural philosopher; but time, the enemy of all our deeds, and yet by whose means we do all that is ever done, forbids me on this occasion to do more than offer the most cursory illustrations of its several departments: if, however, a proof should be required, that which we anticipated in the first section of this lecture, viz. the errors that had occurred, and the injuries that had been sustained, from not discriminating the different species of our native oaks, may be confidently referred to; and as a second illustration, should another be demanded, or one more strictly professional be preferred, we need only advert, and that only for a moment, to the uncertain state of physic before herbcraft ( powers; the lower he proceeds, the more contracted is the circle of his knowledge; the higher he mounts, the more clear and extended the horizon that bounds his view; for the obstacles which in the one case are increased and succumbed to, in the other are lessened and subdued. Still in all cases is the horizon of the intellectual and material eye obstructed by some obstacles it cannot, but more frequently by others that it will not endeavour to surmount: for in matter only is ignorance universal, and in mind alone is knowledge boundless and complete. Therefore, the lower we look in creation the less is the capacity, and the higher Ave 
